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Defining the Dancing Body 
 
 
The dancing body is tall. 
      The dancing body is short. 
           The dancing body is athletic. 
                The dancing body is creative. 
                     The dancing body is flexible. 
                          The dancing body is strong. 
                               The dancing body listens. 
                                    The dancing body visualizes. 
                                         The dancing body is standing. 
                                              The dancing body is seated. 
                                                   The dancing body is moving. 
                                                        The dancing body is still. 
                                                             The dancing body is inspired. 
                                                                  The dancing body is undefined. 
                                                                       The dancing body is alive. 
 





















Dance has been the center of my life since the ripe age of three. As a young 
dancer, I strived to look and perform like the teenage ballerinas I saw dancing in the 
studio around me. The stereotype of what a dancer should look like and how a dancer 
should move consumed me: I would never be a ballerina; I would never be skinny 
enough; I would never be flexible, tall, or strong enough, although I would continue to 
try. Through continuous perseverance as a performing artist, I continued dance into 
college and pursued a degree in Dance Education. I always felt I was meant to create a 
positive difference in the world, whether it be big or small, but struggled to understand 
what skills I possessed to generate change.  After immersing myself in dance education 
as an undergraduate student, I came to realize the performance art of dance could be an 
expressive outlet for a variety of bodies, including ones with different experience levels, 
and movement abilities. While teaching, though, I noticed that pedagogical experiences 
and performance opportunities in dance for varied abled-bodies and disabilities were not 
as widely accessible. During my four years in undergraduate school, the curriculum 
focused on dance technique and skills with fully abled-bodies. For example, after one 
year of teaching full-time at the high school level, my second year of teaching in total 
post undergraduate school, a request was extended to choreograph a dance piece for the 
Special Needs Department talent show performance. Having the opportunity to work with 
students new to dance was exciting but also frightening because I had no prior experience 
working with bodies of varied abilities. While working with a wide range of abilities, I 
was told, by the Special Needs Department staff, to keep movements simple and slow. 
The performance was beautiful; however, I felt a lack of challenge, and even a sense of 
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condescension. Although the choreographic collaboration between the students, the other 
educators, and myself was completed with the utmost respect and compassion, it felt as if 
the choreography created was watered down and too simplified. I was proud of each new 
dancer but disappointed in my knowledge of each students’ specific movement abilities 
and my lack of education working with varied abled-bodies.  
 After noticing this lack of accessibility, I aimed to develop an inclusive creative 
curriculum for high school dancers in public school settings that encourages varied abled-
bodies to dance in the same environment. Through collaborative research, self–reflection, 
and movement explorations, this research acts as an explorative manifestation with the 
goal of creating a four – year curriculum encompassing instruction for high school aged 
dancers and is designed to be adaptable for students of all abilities. 
   For the purposes of this research, I have focused on the lack of accessibility and 
curriculum development specifically for varied abled-bodies using mechanical 
wheelchairs in the public high school setting. The following document outlines the 
symptoms, limitations, and abilities of people living with Cerebral Palsy (CP), a 
congenital disorder of movement which is experienced differently in each diagnosis.¹ As 
a result of personal reflection and minimal experience, this research will dive into the 
varied approaches of disability modeling, pedagogical benefits of breath, imagery, goal 
setting, creative movement, and inclusive teaching experiences specifically focused on 
working with dancers living with CP. This thesis will explore the journey of working 
with a student living with CP in an inclusive dance environment online, in a classroom 
setting, and one-on-one sessions. The student, Mabel Looby, a high school student with 
no prior dance experience, was born with CP. Her positive and negative experiences with 
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movement exploration, movement development, and the evolution of her mental thought 
processes will be described in detail. Following Mabel’s journey, research of a 
reimagined vocabulary specific to dance for inclusive environments in a public high 
school setting is disclosed. Finally, I will present the outcome of this research and how it 
has changed the dance classroom from which the study was drawn and impacted Mabel 
as a student and now, dancer, living with CP. 
As a dance student living with CP, Mabel is a huge inspiration for my research in 
dance and disabilities. Mabel is a student at the high school for which I am the dance 
program department head and only dance educator. Mabel was born with CP and uses a 
motorized wheelchair to navigate. According to the Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention CP is defined as, “a group of disorders that affect a person’s ability to move 
and maintain balance and posture. CP is the most common motor disability in childhood. 
Cerebral means having to do with the brain; Palsy means weakness or problems with 
using the muscles. CP is caused by abnormal brain development or damage to the 
developing brain that affects a person’s ability to control his or her muscles.”² The 
experience working with Mabel Looby, will be presented in three categories: prior 
experience of dance, in class and one-on-one dance experience, and movement 
breakthroughs and development as a result of dance exploration. The collaboration with 
Mabel includes online and in-person movement exploration. I also collaborated with 
Mabel in an inclusive classroom environment using the movement explorations, such as 
reaching, unilateral arm gestures, and directional changes of the head and neck, which we 
practiced one-on-one. Through ten months of research of CP, inclusive dance, and 
collaborative movement exploration with Mabel, I have explored new teaching methods 
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to foster an environment which supports equal attention to the varied background, 
learning styles, and abilities of all students, specifically focused on students with CP. 
  The research will be presented through a creative manifestation that responds to 
the research and personal reflections highlighted in this document, in the form of a mini-
documentary and screendance. The work will respond to Mabel’s movement 
development prior to our working together and illustrate her growth in mindset and 
overall ability to construct movement as a creative outlet of expression. Originally, my 
desired creative manifestation was an interactive performance which invited the audience 
to be a part of the presentation; however, due to pandemic restrictions, the entire project 
has been re-imagined. The creative manifestation of this project will be presented through 
a mini-documentary ending with a screendance; American College Dance Association 
defines screendance as, “ dance created discretely for the digital screen combining the 
arts and crafts of cinematography and choreography focused on the dancing body as the 
primary subject of creative expression.”³ The process of creating a mini-documentary 
will allow for demonstration of the development of movement through structured creative 
movement explorations. The video evidence will carry the audience through the process 
of this research by highlighting Mabel’s journey to increased movement control and 
expansion of her movement capabilities. 
 The benefit of concluding the mini-documentary with screendance as it relates to 
research and experiences involved in this project is that the performance demonstrates the 
accessibility of dance for varied abilities through an online platform. As the world has 
adapted due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, online dance classes and performances 
have become more popular. My experiences during the pandemic as a high school dance 
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educator and dance company member for a local non-profit dance organization have 
broadened my approach to creating and performing dance. For example, it was 
challenging to fully understand the varied abilities each student possessed because of the 
size of the screens, difference in spaces, and lack of tactile teaching. Mabel’s abilities 
require her to move at a slower pace when following along. It was difficult to gage the 
speed at which she was comfortable moving due to lag in screen feedback and wireless 
connections. While working with dancers of varied abilities, my attention was drawn to 
the lack of variety from which other dancers or educators were creating and teaching. As 
a dancer learning from other educators, demonstrations were not performed to the fullest 
extent and dancers were instructed to, “do what they could in their space.” If a dancer did 
not have space to move fully, it was instructed to not perform the movement(s) at all. 
These personal experiences increased my desire to create inclusive dance not only 
through in-person experiences but also online platforms. The screendance performance 
will be a demonstration of the creative methods available for teaching dance in ways 
which support the diverse abilities of a variety of dancers.  
Before working with Mabel for the school talent show, she had never been 
introduced to dance. Mabel, like the other students who are a part of the special needs 
program, had never been encouraged to take dance or asked if they had an interest in 
dance. Her movement abilities were not seen as aligning with traditional dance taught in 
public schools and therefore it was perceived she could not partake in a dance class. Her 
experience has inspired the urgency of this research to inform and give notice to the lack 
of support for students in the public high school setting with varied movement abilities 
who are in wheelchairs and wish to experience success in dance. The intended outcome 
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of this research is to develop an inclusive creative movement warm-up, which will be the 
stepping-stone to a semester-long curriculum created beyond the thesis presentation. 
 
Prior Experience 
Lea Marshall is a writer, poet, dancer, and a strong advocate for inclusive 
teachings. Her experience as a young dancer in a wheelchair supports the similar 
experience I faced when working with varied abled-bodies. Lea Marshall writes in her 
publication, Dancers with Disabilities: The Case for Mainstreaming Disabled Students in 
Dance Education, “Let’s admit that the word ‘dancer’ in the popular imagination still, 
despite slowly increasing diversity, evokes the image of a ballerina, long and lean and 
delicately balanced on pointe in arabesque. Long and lean, and able-bodied. That a 
dancer could use a wheelchair or crutches in the studio and onstage doesn’t occur to 
many of us, despite the visibility of physically integrated companies such as AXIS Dance 
Company. So, when a wheelchair dancer shows up for class, many of us don’t know what 
to do.”⁴ 
My first experience working with Mabel was during the final quarter of my first 
year teaching full-time at a high school, while choreographing for the special needs 
department talent show performance. The performance took place on a proscenium stage, 
in the high school fine arts auditorium. Through a lack of interaction with varied able 
bodies and bodies dancing in wheelchairs, my first instinct was exactly how Lea Marshall 
described her experience-It was as if the wheelchair didn’t exist. When creating 
choreography, my initial intentions complimented the abled-body. However, while 
teaching to varied abled-bodies, I encouraged students to “do what they could,” without 
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much direction for including specific adaptations. Looking back, my intentions were pure 
and compassionate, coming from a desire to include Mabel to my fullest extent. 
However, this approach was misguided due to a lack of experience and knowledge 
working with varied abled-bodied students.  
 Throughout my career as a dance educator, I have gained exposure to a number of 
teaching environments that fostered diverse classrooms. Prior to my research, I believed 
an inclusive classroom supported students of all abilities, whereas a diverse classroom 
supported students of varied cultures and lifestyle backgrounds. However, according to 
the Center for New Designs in Learning and Scholarships at Georgetown University, 
“Inclusive pedagogy is a student-centered approach to teaching that pays attention to the 
varied backgrounds, learning styles, and abilities of all the learners in front of you. It is a 
method of teaching in which instructors and students work together to create a supportive 
and open environment that fosters social justice and allows each individual to be fully 
present and feel equally valued.”⁵ Throughout my education at Illinois State University 
(ISU), I worked in classrooms with students ages 3-22 years of age. As a pre-service 
teacher (i.e., an individual in a teacher preparation program), “an individual in a teacher 
preparation program prior to obtaining his/her initial teaching license,”⁶ I taught in an 
elementary daycare, an after-school program for elementary and middle school aged 
students, three different high schools within Illinois, and for the college of dance at ISU. 
Each experience required a different set of skills for me to strengthen in order to 
effectively connect with my students and encourage creativity through movement. 
Although I worked with students with varying experience levels and learning abilities, I 
did not experience a truly inclusive classroom environment, as defined above. As a pre-
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service teacher, I was not introduced to a fully inclusive classroom until my last 
undergraduate semester as a student teacher. 
Fast forward to my first professional teaching experience in Illinois: the school 
system had a specific class period for students with special needs. The classroom 
environment I taught in had a separate class period for students with special needs, 
making dance class a separate and non-inclusive experience by default. I was not able to 
continue developing my knowledge working in a fully-inclusive classroom. The same 
held true when I transferred to my current professional teaching experience in Arizona. 
The high school physical education department, which the dance department ran through, 
had a class designated for students with special needs but inclusive dance had not yet 
been introduced. At the end of my first year teaching, I was asked to choreograph for the 
special needs dance performance for the school talent show. I was thrilled by the 
opportunity to work with our special needs department to build relationships with the 
students and become more familiar with their varied abilities. My relationship with the 
special needs department staff grew as well.  
 Personally, my lack of knowledge and experience working with students with 
special needs, meaning they demonstrate various difficulties (such as a physical, 
emotional, behavioral, or learning disability or impairment) which require additional or 
specialized accommodations, made me less confident in my ability to teach.⁷ Another 
student, Eli, a sophomore student living with Downs Syndrome, was enrolled in my 
aerobics class during my second teaching year, and I worried my experience was not 
enough to effectively connect with her. But I was determined to learn more about her 
diagnosis, Downs Syndrome. Eli’s personality and learning needs required greater 
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attention and reassurance from me during class. Often, when leading an exercise, I would 
invite Eli to stand next to me at the front of the class in order to give her individual 
attention without having to pause my teachings or drawing extra attention to her from 
across the classroom. My teaching strategies were regularly changing to the specific 
varied needs of Eli while also meeting the needs of the other students in the class. At the 
time, I was unsure how to create a truly inclusive classroom without drawing unnecessary 
attention to my student with special needs. Traditionally, I would teach all students the 
same movement material based on the specific dance style technique we were learning, 
model movements physically, observe student performance, provide constructive 
feedback for improvement, and have students repeat in small groups. However, in an 
inclusive classroom, not all students connect to traditional dance teaching structure. 
 Through observation and conversation with a co-worker on the school’s faculty 
who had over twenty years of experience teaching special needs physical education, I was 
able to devise lessons that reflected the inclusive environment I desired to create. The 
following images illustrate a lesson plan I developed in March of 2020 and March of 
2021, both for beginning level dance during their creative movement and composition 
units. Through research of inclusive dance and continued experience working with varied 
able-bodied students, I made drastic changes in academic language, desired outcome, and 
movement structure to create a more inclusive dance environment. 
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Figure 3: Post Inclusive Research Dance Lesson-March 2021 Part I 
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Inspiration for the dramatic shift in how I conducted creative movement and 
composition in my classroom came from the writings of Karen A. Kaufmann. In her 
book, Inclusive Creative Movement and Dance, Kaufmann discusses guided discovery as 
a pedagogical approach for creating movement in an inclusive environment.⁸ She 
explains that guided discovery, “provides opportunities to play with the movement 
vocabulary and personalize it.”⁹ An approach to guided discovery Kaufmann 
recommends in her text is imagery exercises. My approach came from an exercise 
practiced at a professional development clinic taught by Arizona State University 
professors, where attendees were invited to draw a self-portrait with their eyes closed. 
Later, in my own classroom, I used this self-portrait activity to encourage students to 
explore the infinite shapes and paths their drawings displayed through embodying the 
visual on their own bodies. 
 Working with the special needs department and the students of our Dream Team, 
the on-campus special needs club, I was able to expand my knowledge of various 
disabilities. I had the pleasure of working with students diagnosed with Downs syndrome, 
autism, hearing impairment, visual impairment, and physical disabilities such as CP and 
paralysis. Teaching dance to the Dream Team required a new variety of skills which I 
was eager to build. The success of the performance for the school talent show relied on 
utilizing students’ strengths and giving students an opportunity to feel confident before 
beginning new skills such as grapevine, three-step-turn, chassé, lunge, and changing 
quality of movement, which may have been uncomfortable to perform. After the 
performance, I expressed my interest in having interested students join my classes in the 
upcoming semesters. It was brought to my attention that the offer had never been 
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extended to the special needs department before. Three students left the special needs 
physical education class and successfully integrated into my dance class. Following this, I 
was thrilled to have the opportunity to create a fully inclusive dance program.  
 
Getting to Know Mabel 
The beginnings of creating a fully inclusive dance program started with building a 
strong relationship and collaboration with Mabel. As previously mentioned, Mabel was 
born with CP and uses a motorized wheelchair to navigate herself. Mabel joined the 
beginning level dance class I taught as part of her daily high school schedule. In 
beginning dance, students are introduced to the traditional techniques, historical figures, 
and history of the development of ballet, modern dance, jazz, musical theater, hip-hop, 
improvisation, and dance composition. The beginning level is composed of students who 
have minimal or no prior dance experience, ages 14 through 18. Mable had no prior 
dance experience but had experience in special needs cheerleading, bowling, and track 
and field. Each of the experiences mentioned were part of a special needs program or 
environment specific to students with special needs. Often, student aids were involved to 
assist Mabel, if necessary, but the activities were not entirely inclusive to students of 
varied-abilities. Mabel had no prior interest in taking a dance class or learning dance with 
a variety of students, most of whom are fully-abled physically. Her interest in dance came 
after participating in the Dream Team talent show dance performance.  
Before beginning movement exploration with Mabel, we met to discuss her 
physical abilities, strengths, discomforts, and learning preferences. Mabel described her 
physical strengths as having the ability to push the handicap buttons on campus, having 
the ability to pet her dog and guinea pigs, and having the ability to grab or hold items. 
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Knowing the movements she is most confident in performing helped me to begin creating 
alternative movements which aligned with the movements of other dancers in the class. 
Mabel discussed that she preferred to learn with music while in dance class. The music 
helped calm her mind and connect more easily to her body because she is not as nervous 
or anxious. Knowing nervousness and anxiety causes limitations in Mabel’s physical 
abilities, we began developing a creative movement exercise focused on breath and 










I discussed with Mabel the barriers she deals with on a daily basis related to 
movement. Two of the major barriers Mabel described were having negative internal 
thoughts and negative self-image. She explained to me her lack of confidence when she 
described telling herself, “You can’t do that,” in her head while attempting new 
movements. Although she was aware of her negative thought patterns related to her 
abilities, she could not seem to break the habitual negative thoughts. One situation that 
has impacted her negativity towards herself happened in theatre class: While in an 
improvisational unit, Mabel was ready to begin when a student expressed to the instructor 
that Mabel would be unable to complete the assignment because she was in a wheelchair. 
Experiences like this are not rare for Mabel, when other people try to point out her 
limitations, which has taken away a lot of her confidence. In order to learn and grow from 
these negative experiences, Mabel and I developed three mantras for her to repeat in her 
head before beginning a new dance class or new movements. The three movement 
mantras are: smile, relax, breath; my wheelchair is not me; I’m doing the best I can. 
When sharing positive thoughts with herself about herself, Mabel was much more 
confident in trying new movements and challenging herself while others were within 
eyesight. 
 
Understanding Cerebral Palsy 
After my first meeting with Mabel one-on-one, I had the opportunity to meet with 
her physical therapist whom she works with at the high school once a week. Brian Gracy 
graduated with his Masters in Physical Therapy in 1998 and began working for the 
Children’s Clinic for Rehab Services in 2001. During his time at the children’s clinic for 
rehab services, he consistently worked side-by-side with physicians and medical 
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professionals who specialized in various types of disabilities. His work with Mabel began 
her freshman year of high school in 2016. He focuses on functional mobility which is 
necessary for Mabel to navigate independently throughout the day. The most important 
insight I gained from our conversation was that the first step to helping Mabel involved 
helping her be successful in moving. With this information from Brian Gracy, I chose to 
develop a movement exercise specifically for Mabel with a focus on the preparation 
involved before beginning to move the body. 
Mabel and I met once a week for two months over Zoom to discuss her personal 
experience of online dance. In our meetings we began with discussion. I would discuss 
with her the events of her day thus far, the emotions she felt in those moments, and the 
physical condition of her body. Through discussion we determined what aspect of 
movement would benefit her mind and body most, as well as the movement challenges 
she wanted to improve upon, which included single-sided body movements, fluidity 
when traveling in her power wheelchair, and symmetrical lateral movements.  
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Figure 6: Theatre Movement Practice with Mabel Looby-May 2021 
 
 
 To start evolving the beginning dance classroom that would allow for equal 
inclusion of all dancers, specifically Mabel, understanding CP was imperative. The 
beginning stages of my research led me to AllPlay, an initiative of the Deakin Child 
Study Centre within the Deakin University School of Psychology. The Centre’s intention 
is to create inclusive strategies for art programs, such as dance, for children with 
developmental challenges and disabilities.¹⁰ AllPlay has specific research for students 
living with CP, which details the symptoms and strengths they experience. The program 
also has support for educators such as evidence-based strategies, educational practices, 
and suggested curriculum developments.  
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 AllPlay describes CP as, “a disorder that affects the way a person moves,” and 
states it is the most common form of physical disability in childhood. CP does not affect 
all bodies in the same way and can be seen in a variety of forms.¹¹ For example, some 
children may experience delay in movement, shaky movements, inconsistent balance, 
impaired coordination, and difficulty walking. CP diagnosis looks different in all bodies 
and can affect varied body parts. Mabel’s diagnosis affects her entire body. While Mabel 
has the ability to stand with an assistive device, she is unable to stand or walk on her 
own. Her diagnosis also affects her ability to control her torso, arms, and head. When 
discussing her movement abilities, she said, “My brain tells my body what to do but my 
body doesn’t listen.” Although CP does not affect all bodies the same, beginning to 
understand Mabel’s specific diagnosis built a foundation for exploring methods for 
improving and increasing her overall movement control and therefore increasing her 
abilities for movement creation.  
 
Disability Modeling 
In Katrina Carter’s PhD Thesis, Suspending Conventions: How ‘Disabled 
Aerialists’ Are Challenging Aesthetic and Methodological Practices in 21st Century 
Aerial (Ism), Katrina Carter brings up the idea of disability modeling.¹2 The Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy describes two types of disability models: The first, medical, 
understands disability as the physical or mental impairment of the individual. The second, 
social, understands the exclusion experienced by people living with disability in the 
major domains of social life.¹3 In researching Carter’s work, I began to question: what is 
the literal definition of disability? What does disability mean in this study? What does 
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disability mean in correspondence with teaching or learning dance? How does the use of 
dance vocabulary translate? What is necessary to bridge the gap of creative movement 
across a variety of abled-bodies? What ‘model’ does this study follow‒ 
medical/social/hybrid?  
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary definition of disability states, “a physical, 
mental, cognitive, or developmental condition that impairs, interferes with, or limits a 
person's ability to engage in certain tasks or actions or participate in typical daily 
activities and interactions.”¹4 I feel this definition is comprehensive for categorizing what 
is diagnosable medically as a disability. What is defined as disability throughout this 
study is partially conclusive to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary. In my study, I would 
define disability as a physical or developmental condition that impairs or interferes with a 
person’s ability to engage in certain tasks or actions. My change in definition is directly 
related to Mabel’s specific diagnosis of CP. While Mabel experiences physical 
interference which makes certain tasks or actions challenging, in the inclusive dance 
classroom, I do not see her as ‘limited’ by her condition. When creating an inclusive 
classroom, I find it imperative that students feel limitless in their abilities. While each 
student may have differing abilities, they may each grow limitlessly in them.  
In this study, social modeling in the public high school setting is observed when 
students are working with one another and begin learning from each other's movement 
patterns, work ethics, attitudes, communication skills, and behaviors. While in the 
classroom, Mabel consistently worked with other students who collaborated to explore 
new movements for her body and, in turn, learn new movements from Mabel.  
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When in class, I use modeling to demonstrate the exercises for the students and 
explain verbally before having students perform the movements themselves. Dance 
students are invited to follow along at their own pace repeating the desired movements. 
The social modeling aspect is continuously occurring, and students are given time to 
work individually on the desired task. While no two students look alike when performing 
in class, they are able to learn from observing one another and adapting the movements to 
their specific abilities. For example, when performing turns, Mabel mimicked the turning 
motion with her motorized wheelchair. Encouraging varied movement to execute the 
same desired outcome is an example of creating inclusivity for varied abled-bodies within 
the class. 
 
Inclusive Teaching Methods and Dance Pedagogy 
 The art, science, or profession of teaching is known as pedagogy.¹5 In an 
interview, Brain Gracy emphasized the heavy impact stress has on Mabel’s mentality 
towards movement and the physical toll it can take, which makes movement that is 
already challenging nearly impossible for her to control or perform. In response to stress, 
Brian also shared the importance of breath in Mabel’s practices. Breath is useful to calm 
the mind, the body, and draw focus towards the intended movement goal.¹6 This method 
for using breathing exercises to begin movement practices and exploration was also 
driven by the work of Eric Franklin. Eric Franklin’s book, Breathing for Peak 
Performance: Functional Exercises for Dance, Yoga, and Pilates emphasizes the 
importance of breath to calm the body, focus the mind, and improve overall movement 
performance.¹7 Through thirty years of teaching and research, Franklin’s findings support 
the idea that improved breathing enhances physical performance. As a result of these 
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findings, the work conducted with Mabel began with the use of breath as a calming 
mechanism in order for her to increase her mind-body connection and overall focus.  
 Eric Franklin also emphasizes the importance of positive mental stimulation, self-
talk, and goal setting. His ideas outlined in Beautiful Body, Beautiful Mind: The Power of 
Positive Imagery brought to light a new method of working with Mabel and including 
ideas to bridge the inclusivity gap in her dance classroom, creating a more inclusive 
environment.¹8 For example, when integrating the idea of positive imagery into 
movement practice, Mabel described her self-image as being an alien in a spaceship.  We 
then discussed how she wished she saw her body to increase positivity, which would 
hopefully lead to her achieving her movement goals (i.e., controlled movement of the 
arms and head, moving unilaterally, and improving the overall control of moving her 
wheelchair). Through this method, we developed Mabel’s movement mantras, which are 
statements aimed to build a positive self-image, increase concentration while moving, 
and improve movement control.  
 The final pedagogical method researched and integrated into Mabel’s movement 
practices dealt with the benefits of including creative movement. In her work, Karen 
Kaufmann outlines physical, mental, intellectual, and social means of creative movement. 
¹9 The teaching of creative movement aligns with the exercise Mabel used to break the 
barriers she faced to move freely and also bridge the gap between the varied capabilities 
of all twenty-five students, including Mabel, in the same dance environment. As shown in 
Image two above, the creative movement exploration allowed all students to move using 
their own abilities and without the pressure to perform specific traditional techniques 
which can restrict physical expression. Thus, the three pedagogical methods involving 
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breath technique, creating a positive mindset, and encouraging self-set movement in a 








Reimagined Vocabulary for the Dance Classroom 
Oppressive vocabulary should be avoided in all classrooms. In his book, Brilliant 
Imperfection: Grappling with Cure, the activist, poet, speaker, and teacher Eli Clare lists 
oppressive vocabulary to include words like: overcome, fight, determination, 
inspirational, cure, and fix the discrepancies that can occur when creating an inclusive 
classroom.²⁰ My experience working with Mabel and researching different approaches to 
teaching in inclusive environments has influenced my agreement with Eli Clare. When 
exploring techniques for teaching inclusively the overarching goal is not to change my 
students or ‘cure’ them of disability, but instead to strengthen their already existing 
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abilities. Words such as cure, overcome, fix, and fight give the connotation that disability 
is negative and abnormal, when in fact it is the exact opposite. In discussion with Mabel, 
we conversed about what is ‘normal.’ We have concluded normal is different for 
everyone; for Mabel, normal is living with CP. Through dance, she is learning to move 
differently using her specific abilities thereby strengthening her creative expression and 
expanding her movement vocabulary.  
Throughout this process, I asked myself, how can vocabulary be reimagined to 
encourage individual strength but still foster an inclusive environment? First, we must 
dismantle the hierarchy of vocabulary in dance, specifically within traditional ballet 
technique language. In traditional technique class settings, vocabulary consists of 
restrictive movement instruction which limits students with varied abilities. For example, 
when teaching traditional ballet techniques such as arabesque, chaineé, pirouette, or 
sauté, to name a few, the desired outcome is unachievable for students like Mabel who 
have limited movement abilities. By breaking down the traditional languages of dance we 
can broaden student involvement. Words and phrases I have begun adding to my teaching 
vocabulary include: individual pace, movement appreciation, envision, explore, and 
reinvent. These words have taken the place of words such as counts, specific directions of 
limb extensions and flexions, embody, repeat, and formation. The words that have begun 
being replaced have restrictive connotations. Restrictive vocabulary is associated with 
traditional desired outcomes that limit performance abilities of students with varied able-
bodies. I am continuously reinventing my vocabulary to open performance possibilities 




Negative Beliefs of Inclusive Classrooms  
My investigation of inclusive dance classrooms also led me to explore the 
inclusivity of general education classrooms. I have come across varied opinions of the 
impact on student development, behaviors, and overall learning. The overall goal through 
researching and creating an inclusive dance classroom is to encourage student 
confidence, increase student diversity in the classroom, and inspire students to embrace 
individuality of movement expression. However, creating an entirely inclusive 
environment can create undesirable boundaries and leave gaps in student learning.  
In his work, Eli Clare reveals the negativity inherent in efforts to ‘find a cure’ for 
disabilities and increase ableism that is ‘normal.’²¹ Clare discusses opposing views for 
inclusivity based on personal experience which can be seen as contradictory to work 
focused on creating inclusivity. While no CP diagnosis is the same, there are similarities 
between Clare’s and Mabel’s diagnoses that mirror Mabel’s successes and challenges. Eli 
Clare discusses his disagreement with the actress Whoopi Goldberg’s statement, as part 
of her work with the Foundation for a Better Life (FBL) campaign, that she “overcaem 
dyslexia.” The campaign fostered the deliberate misspelling of the word overcame, which 
in turn supported stereotyping of people living with dyslexia. Eli Clare responded to the 
campaign, “The FBL tries to sell a pair of ideas: that Whoopi Goldberg-famous actor, 
hilarious comedian, Black woman- overcame learning disability through hard work, 
which in turn, is a value we need to pass along. That disabled people can only succeed by 
overcoming disability is an ableist cliché.”²2 I absolutely agree with this statement. 
Through my work, I do not want to support the idea that any varied able body needs to be 
changed, fixed, or cured of any disability. Inclusive classrooms can absolutely be seen as 
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a type of conformity, in which students are being taught to read, write, speak, and move 
alike. However, through movement exploration, dancers instead will be encouraged to 
challenge conformity through their abilities, whatever they may be, in a cohesive 
environment that allows diverse strengths and creative minds to learn from one another.  
How can we as a society create inclusive classrooms without supporting the idea 
of curing one’s disability? I believe that this problem is rooted in lowering performance 
expectations. When expectations are lowered due to a disability, it does not encourage 
growth. Together, Mabel and I have deciphered what realistic expectations are for her in 
the classroom, which may differ from that of other students, but the expectations are not 
lower. Each student has a unique set of strengths such as strong leadership skills, the 
ability to recall ideas, strength of specific movements, or various types of flexibility. In 
order to create an inclusive environment for dance creation and performance, students 
must be challenged based on their existing abilities.  
In an article of a study conducted in 2003 found in Achievement of Students with 
Developmental Disabilities and Their Peers Without Disabilities in Inclusive Settings: An 
Exploratory Study, research suggests that students with disabilities in inclusive 
classrooms can still experience behavior issues and lowered self-confidence. ²3 Through 
my discussions with Mabel, I have found this to be accurate. She expresses feeling 
defeated and less abled as a result of watching the other students. While we discussed that 
her abilities were not lesser than the abilities of others, her personal observation of other 
students often caused a decrease in her self-esteem. However, in working with the other 
students alongside Mabel, her experience is felt by many other students. Through a class 
discussion, many students confessed to feeling uncomfortable, less abled, and self-
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conscious about their abilities in comparison to other students. While lowered self-
confidence and frustration over abilities are negative aspects in a learning environment, 
these are not resulting specific to students with disabilities.  
 
Inclusive Creative Movement: Lesson 1- Mind-Body Connection 
 At the start of the journey working with Mabel, it was unclear where my 
experiences would lead. Overtime, I came to a three-part creative movement lesson 
which encourages self-reflection, internal inspiration, and the exploration of personal 
strengths in an entirely inclusive environment. Through work with Mabel, we explored a 
great deal of self-reflection. We discussed the aspects of dance and class which made her 
uncomfortable versus comfortable, nervous versus confident, and her overall mindset 
during class. During these conversations, we developed a self-reflective exercise to create 
two to three positive mantras for exploring movement.  
 In lesson one, students identified two to three aspects of class they found hindered 
their ability to explore movement to their fullest potential. The students would then 
determine a way to turn negative feelings or mindsets into positive phrases. These 
positive phrases would be their positive mantras from which they would use to inspire 
movement exploration.  
 The objective is to create mantras which reflect specific insecurities, worries, or 
thoughts that challenge the student’s abilities. The pedagogical integration of positive 
body mind practices are supported by the research of Eric Franklin. ²4 By creating a 
positive statement from a negative thought, the idea is to calm the students’ minds, 
reinforce their strengths, and reinvent their self-image. 
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Inclusive Creative Movement: Lesson 2- Goal Setting 
 Students would use their self-reflection to set a movement goal for themselves 
during class. This is an extension of Eric Franklin’s pedagogical methods which 
emphasize the importance of positive self-image. ²5 Their goals were specific to 
movement exploration: For example, one of Mabel’s goals involved strengthening her 
unilateral movement control.  The goal could be vague or specific but had to be 
measurable or observable. Students would write these goals down in a journal where they 
could record self-reflection, their chosen mantras, and measure their progress. Students 
would reflect on these goals daily, at the end of class to track their successes and 
movement breakthroughs. 
 
Inclusive Creative Movement: Lesson 3- Movement Through Self-Inspiration 
 Students would have the opportunity to begin movement by stating aloud or 
internally one of the mantras they created in lesson one. Students would be welcomed to 
close their eyes to envision their movement goal and visualize their bodies achieving 
their goals. The mantras they created would serve as inspiration for initiating new and 
challenging or uncomfortable movement patterns. With Mabel, we found that by calming 
the mind and the body using spoken mantras directly related to her personal challenges, 
she had greater success with movement control and exploration. The overall outcome was 
for students to explore new movements without fear of judgement, failure, or hesitation. 





Outcomes: Mabel’s Movement Development Through Inclusive Dance 
 The movement research Mabel performed extended over a period of six months, 
January through June of 2021. Our meetings that took place on Zoom from January 
through March were mostly focused on breathing exercises to calm the mind and body, 
relieving any tension in the muscles. These sessions were then followed by choosing one 
body part, such as the right arm, to focus on and move freely within the space available. 
One of Mabel’s goals was to control her movements unilaterally; for instance, moving the 
right arm in any type of motion without reaction from the left arm. Her movement 
exploration would last for about three to five minutes, until she expressed, she was 
feeling stressed, uncomfortable, or was losing focus. We would then discuss her thoughts, 
emotions, and physical experiences while she explored various movements. During our 
first session over zoom Mabel expressed she felt the need to keep her eyes closed because 
she was self-conscious about the way her body moved. She discussed feeling stuck and 
wondering why she could move her arms with ease when working with ‘Mr. Gracy’ but 
could not move with ease when working with me. By June, Mabel discussed feeling 
comforted by our sessions and revealed she used the movement mantras we created when 
she her body felt stiff in other classes. A statement that stood out to me the most was 
when Mabel said, during a movement practice in the theatre, “I am in a new class for the 
summer and I don’t like my instructor. I have a hard time moving in front of him. But I 
tell myself if I can do it for Ms. B, I can do it for anyone.”        
A noticeable progression of Mabel’s movement performance was shown in her 
posture when beginning movement exercises. At the start of our meetings, Mabel was 
stressed, uncomfortable, and unconfident in her movement abilities, which was 
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demonstrated by her posture. When stressed or feeling pressured Mabel’s arms were 
positioned at a stiff upward angle in line with her torso, and her hands in line with her 
shoulders. Our second task when beginning movement exercises, following breathing 
exercises, was for Mabel to position her arms in front of her body, in her lap. By June, 
before beginning movement exercises, Mabel’s comfortability and confidence had 
grown, which was apparent through her body position. Her relaxed posture was shown 
with her arms now down by her sides, extended, and her shoulders no longer elevated.  
 
 




Figure 9: Before Movement Exercises with Mabel Looby-June 2021 
 
 
Mabel’s progression also grew through her control of her power wheelchair. By 
March, Mabel and her classmates had returned to school full-time. We worked together 
one-on-one when students were given independent work time to address any concerns, 
questions, or challenges Mabel was facing. The biggest challenge was her fear of the 
other students watching or judging her. As stated previously, Mabel explained feeling 
like an alien sitting in a spaceship–she felt it was hard not to look at her, and it was 
challenging for her not to feel like an outsider in class. Through a collaborative group 
composition exercise, her peers began reaching out to her, asking questions, and working 
with her as an equal part of their project. Again, what was seen was the change in 
Mabel’s posture. When first asked to engage with a group, her arms and shoulders were 
stiff, positioned up. After discussing with her group her capabilities, not the lack of 
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ability, her posture began to relax. Her group learned to ask questions and listen to her 
when she felt she needed some assistance. A major milestone occurred when Mabel’s 
group members desired her to spin her wheelchair in unison with their turning 
movements. Mabel was extremely stressed and resistant to perform on time, in a 
controlled manner, with her classmates. Her key to success was pausing before the 
movement, taking a moment to breath, resetting her posture to where her arms laid in her 
lap, setting the goal in her mind and imagining her success, then following through. 
Through these steps, Mabel completed the turn as well as traveling across the stage to 
change formations with the other dancers.  
  
Creative Manifestation 
 The inspiration for the creative manifestation of this research came to me while 
filming for an anticipated screendance with Mabel. Mabel’s increased progress was 
shown through her continued growth of mobility. The transition from reaching her arms 
away from her body to placing them in her lap became smoother, without the heavy 
hesitation she experienced at the beginning of this study. Mabel’s ability to grasp the 
joystick of her wheelchair and cruise across the stage floor in the black box theater, 
which looked effortless, was an incredible development. Through these movement 
breakthroughs I wanted to share the amazing growth Mabel experienced rather than just 
simply the end result.  
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Figure 10: Movement Practice in the Theatre with Mabel-June 2021 
 
 Using zoom video footage, photographs, audio from conversations with Mabel, 
and video footage of her multiple dance performances throughout 2021, I will create a 
mini-documentary. The documentary will reveal the beginning challenges, fears, and 
experiences of Mabel before beginning this process and immersing herself in dance. The 
documentary will track her continued development in her self-confidence and movement 
exploration. The documentary will include her work with her classmates and their 
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collaborative composition progress and performance. It will end by revealing the journey 
of creating a solo screen dance performance and the final outcome.  
 The movement generated for the end screendance has developed through 
breathing and using body language to express the feelings evoked when Mabel recites her 
movement mantras. Mabel began her first movement exploration in the theatre space by 
speaking aloud the phrase, “My wheelchair is not me.” Using her favorite song, Roar by 
Katy Perry, she felt inspired by the song and it made her feel comfortable to move solo 
while listening to the song. Together we will continue exploring movement in a black-
box theatre space using Mabel’s movement mantras as inspiration and Katy Perry’s song 
Roar as motivation for creating movement. The mini-documentary will continue to 
develop over a period of 6 months. 
 
Conclusion 
 The purpose of this research was to develop an inclusive creative curriculum for 
high school dancers in public school settings that encourages varied able bodies to dance 
in the same environment. The outcome of this research revealed so much more. Through 
continued work with Mabel using mind-body connection, goal setting, and movement 
through self-inspiration, her movement capabilities grew beyond what she thought she 
was capable of. I can conclude from this research that dance can be used as a tool to 
increase self-confidence and bring forth student abilities which may be hidden due a fear 
of exploration. I will continue to expand my knowledge and evolve my teaching methods 
as a result of the pedagogical research within this study which support inclusivity in 
dance for varied abled-bodies. My hope for this research is that it inspires dance 
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educators to develop a dance environment that fosters inclusivity of all students and 
continues to drive change for the future teaching of dance education. 
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